
The Umpteenth Commandment – Get a relationship with Good Energy Make IT God 

 

IT IS REAL – Comnect to IT and see for yourself. Contempt prior to REAL investigation 

will leave you ignorant To the best ‘sides’ of you That no one will ever know about! 

 

12-9-12 Let me show you how God talks to me My whole life I’ve lived thinking that my 

middle mane had only one L at the end of it It’s that way on All my important documents 

too I even misspelled my middle name When I enrolled Into a new high school After I 

ran away from home My jr. year (Rustle lol) Today Just Now I Wrote My Name On Top 

Of The Declaring Of Independence To CLAIM It As My Own And To Make It Reality 

And I stared at it Because it was odd To see my middle name in print And because it was 

underlined in red I also counted the letters in each name 7-6-7 And I finally woke up too 

“Does my middle name Really only have one L at the end of it?” So I searched my files 

And sure enough ONE L Was all I found Until I got to my birth certificate! There we go!! 

 

Brandon Russell Puckett 777 Finally complete! 
 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

Let me tell you about GOD Sometimes I feel so much euphoria That I’m so connected 

with To a combined Love and praise of love THAT I know I’m a peace of God Instead of 

a bearded man in a white robe Imagine Every tiny peace of Energy LOVING or NOT 

liking to be around other Energies You know what I mean? When they connect with each 

other That’s what they do so it’s no big thing THE biggie connection comes when You 

notice Then show appreciation back for This Energy Received You love the comnection 

 

The only personality My god has Is the one It made personally with me There are some 

weird things that happen when I make my connection to IT That others have witnessed 

 

A comnection to GOD/Energy Can be made Just as powerful As it is to The crustaceans 

birds water And the animals Who flee Or make them selves ready For coming storm Or 

bad seasons You can see into your future When you are in constant contact with Energy  

 

Let me tell you about Religions They were created to pacify and divide the people Small 

kingly nations couldn’t Control it’s kingdom OUR real God’s These water-reptile-noids 

(definition of first of 3 races of genetically separate advanced civilizations here on earth 

These were the super-evolved) The water-reptile-noids have had millions of years before 

us Their brains work just like a reptile Mixed with a similar Idea of our brain It’s easy to 

see they are smart They’ve fly thru the air ever since man can remember using harmony 

vibration and electromagnetism Which was also used to build all the pyramids all over 

the world To set up their kingdoms with money Using a smiling face or patsy To destroy 

and rebuild always trying to control So one day they will have it And the real devil will 

come to you! 

 



Here’s what I think about the Antichrist That it is not a person put to rule the n W o but 

someone who chimes in and says this is BULLSHIT and I can run the world better then 

YOUR plan Then that person will say the exact same thing as Jesus and You’ll look at 

the distractions and proof against me instead of second guessing your sides paycheck for 

servitude to the REAL EVIL    I Serve Gods Love As a Bearer of good feelings about the 

people And as Jesus quite possibly always said I’m am not GOD But I am Gods Son We 

all technically and scientifically are Yes there is prove of that too In the last chapters of 

the highest scientific learning I see God is alive every where Maybe you scientist haven’t 

read far enough yet God/Energy Is Real So is Evil The Masters have made the Religions 

Evil and Prideful I’ll never follow an old story about someone else’s idea of God again 

I’m looking for recognition of His comnection with me alone Good is Inside Everyone 

should find the good side of love. 

 

As for New Age, they’ve already stolen your new movement; there was a reason for new 

age to be stolen, to turn you away from the God Comnection that you could possibly find 

out how to make. It’s big here in the U. S., especially when Mormonism didn’t take like 

they had wanted it too, but did you notice they introduced an alien connection more 

prominently, it’s all prep. They wanted us to defend the Mormon faith against the other 

religions in future wars but it was so ludicrous that those damn smart Americans said 

“fuck no” to it. So now it’s just a hidden Christian off branch. 

 

Quantum physics:  some people say they believe in science so they can not believe in a 

God. If you were to go far enough into science, i.e. start at math, add biology, add this 

that, you’d get to quantum physics; and once you’ve learned that you’ll find your proof of 

God. God can be proven if you listen to the right scientist; if you listen to the atheist 

scientist they’ll never let you know this. 

 

When you meet another person you actually meet another soul and the energy you create 

and acknowledge multiplies the more you let the other person see your love for them 

 

There are exact answers to every question WE are afraid to think about Or we prejudge 

And the conclusional mind sometimes fits a wrong idea into a ok running brain BUT the 

only outcome is ignorance to anything new A ghost has been following me for years I 

call him winter ghost In the summer he lived in the barn When new people came on my 

property I’d get a knock on my windows at night I’ve also found the girls side of the bed 

turned down when she headed over To get a relationship with God You need to love the 

good energy or the bad energy And when you make a valid comnection to it THAT 

LOVE became a God Energy Comnected Loved You can comnect anywhere to any thing 

Ideal or Personal Driven or Avoided Imagine you have 99314 Peaces of energy in your 

body Let’s say 314 get distracted in life and become to hate the aspects That have been 

made into a ‘good’ thing cause of their love for the hate Well when you die That bad 

energy doesn’t go back to what any one or thing loves So it just hangs out and When ever 

these energies share a moment together they create a Strong mist and sometimes a Full 

awakening of the doomed spirit YOUR Good/god energies are used up by the rest of us 

To create our love comnection   Water acts the way God does Loves the good Not the bad 



Remember Whatever idea you’ve had in the past Everyone is half right Because we came 

up with it With love in our hearts And an impression of what good intentions had in mind 

Every one is half right and No one has to be even half wrong THERE You will find GOD 

 

My relationship with God, Get to know God, after we die. If you have the guts to give it a 

real shot take another look at God, for I an somewhat of a man of God,  Dr Augustien 

should have told them about comnection to their God. I live like our ancestors did 4000 

years ago, I love it, I feel great. 

 

The last thing I realized was that ‘I thought that I was now subject to became a great 

preacher of the existence of God, and a savior of man. I’m a Jesus and I feel what he had 

in him, I’m 100% sure family, by many I am considered a great Great man, being of 

humbled love for all men,  

 

All you have to do is merge two stories Science and History and you’ll get closer to the 

truth On the final exam for the ‘science’s highest learning’ you’d see that GOD is proven. 

Dark energy comes from ‘undecidedness, in a way, kind of like “evil as I’d describe it” ’ 

But the good energy, you’ll find what you learn quantum physics Proves GOD’S energy  

The proof is in the water Love it and it loves Hate it and it will become ‘confused energy’ 

 

Ha why would we be made in Gods image It’s not like he needed to reproduce or walk or 

anything I doubt that God’s choice of a figure would be the odd human form  

 

God, most likely, isn’t in ‘the religion’ he’s there so much as the congregation love each 

other, if love is there, so is god, if 8 of you drunk and knife wielding punks are planning a 

revenge beating, then your God was never in that church either, your God is something 

else completely, not that there’s anything wrong with that, I love many things.  

 

HA, I was right, according to Sheldon I’m a physicist, I have a (whatever he said), 

complete working understanding of everything in the universe, my college was the 

marines, for my working life I started and helped start companies, I know madder and 

Energy, and practice the exchanging of, even my devastating writing is my greatest art, 

my pay it forward for the life that led me to become an experienced uneducated physicist. 

And since I’m looking for reasons to try to tell you that God/Energy Talks to me thru 

situations and people that could include one of my religions ‘the big  bang theory’ where 

Sheldon too has no knowledge of radiohead, even though I love and had downloaded all 

kinds of different genre’s of music. Fact is God/Energy also explained to in another one 

of my religions, during the days of downloading free stuff online my favorite movie, song 

and band were never on any sites, Hudsucker Proxy, The Real Me Johnny Adams, and 

Mama’s Pride from St. Louis I think. But anyways, God/Energy is telling me that I had to 

work my whole life if I want something, and it always seamed like nothing came easy, 

until I stopped lying to myself and some things were actually easy, money was never. I 

wanted money and did un-cool things for it, even though I’ve never achieved an ample 

sum of it. I was half a quitter by nature, I have noticed a great deal of quitting when I was 

in trouble financially, it seems like everything was stacked against me. This was 

AWESOME because all these downfalls make you a more real person and YOU even 



become smarter  If I had made millions then I’d be like the idiots tied so hard to there 

money that it’s all of their happiness, no-one can control themselves when it comes to 

their GOD, and YOU will let mankind fall apart to Tyranny as you make a few extra 

million dollars, I’m talking to all of you in the political game, shame and execution. I 

can’t believe I wrote that I’m in so much trouble but my energy and love for all equal and 

free people is much to great to be compromised besides I’m only talking about the Idea 

and not the Act. I know MUST politicians don’t know the whole secrets of the society 

but you’ve been locked into something evil and you are out of human line. The biggest 

thing you CFR’s need to realize is the new world order will be ran by the wicked, love 

and peace will always be a joke and ANYONES family can fall to those with more 

money, the takeovers may not be as bloody as they were throughout history, but you’ll 

wish you hadn’t sold out your future for the power. There is one power and humans 

aren’t it, there are EVIL being at the top of this pyramid, no wars really needed to be 

fought we are all loving people we’ve just been tricked into fighting them, The Evil’s 

religion is EVIL and it’s practiced a lot in their lives, THEIR evil Masters are real they 

hold all their EVIL ENERGY and the human servants feel this energy in the love 

COMNECTION they make with it. They may only get into slight evil but the masters 

make them feel good enough with the exchange of money, all the politicians must belong 

to these secret societies to even be considered for a leading role, those are the rules folks! 

See I’m like Sheldon a researched geek but without the cool characterization, lie. I’m a 

mr monk too putting together all this shit. But I am truly alone on my mission, with years 

of hatred From the media and government to look forward too, I still think it’s worth it! 

 

My application to become your Preacher, Man of God and possible Savior; not saying 

I’m Lord X Christ or anything, I’m not a god, But I’m here to free you from ourselves:  

 

So every once in a while people visit and smoke me out and then Dog/Energy really 

messes with me After 4 months and I smoke and the first 70’s show I watch it them 

buying stuff and god played with me the whole show The show was a dream. 

 

I’m not very good at talking to people, except for 1 on 1 Or when I’m preaching to 

accepting listeners And when I Sometimes practice my ‘seldom’ religion Mary Jane  

 

Don’t limit yourselves by picking ‘one best’ of anything, I used to be a breast man until I 

really appreciated the hind quarter, do you see how I skipped the love of ‘just ass’ and 

found more appreciation for my females sexual being, now a days I just appreciate all the 

spirituality ‘characteristics’ of all my women. My favorite color is whatever the sky’s 

color is, I look good in a red shirt, powerful man here, but I wouldn’t limit myself at all 

by blurting out my one decision that is ruled by my lazy speech patterns. Read that again 

to understand it. To go along with a carefully though out and carefully decided 

understanding is one thing, to hear something once and make it your life’s standing is 

another, I’ve written about someone close to be being the most ignorant man I’ve ever 

met, he had one idea about everything, (it was usually the laziest), but it was about 

whatever worked  

 



Ha I got high and watched late antenna tv and towlie was on and the story matched what 

was in my head not the high part Surely a gift from God All the sides of our stories are 

completely made up too ‘Your alien group’ is over Awesome The signs are everywhere 

God is talking to me. I’ve proven it So now it’s a treat to notice the feed back I haven’t 

watched a south park in years.  

 

Once I had a bottom fortunate experience to quiet my head, which was busy and insecure, 

and addicted to meth, a FACT I was last to know.  that the more I quieted my head 

enough and get “IT” a little acknowledgment, the comnection makes is stronger and 

easier, sometimes to the point of my insanity, or . as me and the trees song praises ‘it-he-

her’, ”Love”; You and I;  !EnErGy!, Almighty Insert your god here  only makes it 

stronger.   

 

As a result of these experiences I’ve BROKEN Away My FRONT and Became 

‘THANKFULLY’ REAL. 

 

When you meet another person you actually meet another soul and the energy you create 

and acknowledge comnect and Those god energies create a stronger love A new God. 

 

This is the process that led me to my understanding of MY GOD. I lived a busy life, ran 

away young, had a shaky graduation, joined the military and went or 2 tours. My next 12 

years was amazing because I did amazing things. I’ve also been knocked out a few times 

by life’s trials; some most people will never get the chance to have.  

 

Our spirit will live within god after we die, any part of god that is, good spirits hit the 

good, love and some become bad by being suppressed in it, it’s addictive, but so is the 

good. 

 

You know what you can’t do with god, it’s rush him, he’s shy about meeting you too, this 

other entity Energy that shows up when we meet someone, the love can be built, a good 

or bad bond can always take place, then you are hooded into your our little religion for 

just the two of you and your views and happenings,  

 

Even now God is making my movie mess up in some new fashion so I’ll get to work 

writing, I’m so lazy when the tv is on. 

 

This is how I’m so special, look at all angles, have consciously made a decision and then 

learned how to not lie to myself, And my front being broke off to reveal the real, the only 

way to become real is to break off, or shame the unreal. I picked a better religion than 

you too,  

 

This is my bible, if you believe, this is yours too, feel free to add notes where ever you’d 

think could help, just use a different font. 

 

I didn’t do an awesome job raising kids, but I did handle myself better because of them, 

They’re mom is the hero, And I still look at her in awe, an Angel doing her best.  



 

I’m calling on the whole world to give peace a chance. I’m also offering my point of 

view on religions and how best to enjoy and control them from danger.  from now on and  

for the consideration of whom may be your future 

 

 

Our Government hasn’t outlawed  freedom of religion yet so let me say that these thought 

are of a special belief where as I’m am comnected to My god of my understanding, This 

is my religion I’m presenting to you, an application for service, And I’ll give you a more 

rounded idea of how you may be able to reach a closer relationship with a real god that is 

very cool. I’m not talking about Jesus, he was a great man, but then I found out that when 

Jesus went home he had to be humble, I know that feeling, I’ve tried going home being 

big shit, but the reality eventually sets in, and the same thing happened to Jesus, he never 

went around saying he was god, his family didn’t know if he did say it, many men were 

killed that year for saying they we’re god, but I don’t think Jesus was one of them, he was 

teaching about a personable relationship with god, not happening in religious institution, 

And then they went and broke their first rule and made the man god, just so our religion 

could be better then your who your saying rose up to heaven with a bunch of virgins, I 

bash, but I love you because you’ve given something up for the knowledge of god, I have 

the same feeling, I love God; love, don’t you?, I’m going to need all of the worlds 

religions attention, we need your followers determination now as we fight the established 

real leader of the religions, after all they are proven to be involved and plan to place 

they’re man as ruler. A religion shouldn’t rule, they should be funneled into a set of 

beliefs that people have in general, you’re belief isn’t greater then mine because I can 

find My God skiing down a mountain. Your religions are yours, use attraction and not 

promotion to attract future followers, and never restrict your people, if their ‘other’ 

religions beliefs are different from an established one, it’s up to the person to decide.   

 

How many of you can say that you have an ideology, which is sometimes is the complete 

opposite of everyone else’s, that can change peoples minds about things, convert them by 

letting them see things from a different prospective, letting them finally rethink 

everything they’ve ever been through, joyfully taking 50% fault and moving on with their 

life, happy as shit. 

 

For my parts it’s usually just praise and rejoicing of WHAT led to this ‘union’.  I’m not 

trying to preach to you, but it is an awesome union, definitely worth looking into 

 

Can you please do the right and insure freedom. Not from a created and then used against 

us, a terrorist scare, but from a feel scare, an unwittingly denied access to the plans of 

letting us get taken over by The already established for 2000 years, The New World 

Order. The real, on offence, people who want to rule over freedoms. Not out of goodness 

and order, but out of debauchery, Elite and subjects, And the rich think they’re great 

because of wealth, they were smart, they stole everything from us didn’t they, but it looks 

like there’s no money doesn’t it, it’s somewhere, it’s all there’s, it’s they’re power, If you 

want a free earth, end money. End trade. End fencing out-in the masses, End the need to 

have us protest you, set us free and give us a perfect society that guarantee’s that. We 



also want to be able to praise anything we want, I’m going to make seeing movies one of 

my most followed religions, We should all have a choice to establish our own individual 

beliefs, religions for every factor in our lives, one of my religions is to appreciate 

paperclip over stapler, or comnections to either or not, God,  ,  

 

Grace? I’m with her Jake, she’s real!,  

 

God could even be greater if we all comnect to IT, with IT, 

 

God’s understanding, and I’m am certain that the avenues leave too many earmarks on 

your life, beliefs are only beliefs, and And we know that all the Established Religions 

have used some incorrect ways to find subjects, Like lying stealing a great movement, 

breaking they’re first commandment and made a man God,   when he went home story.,   

 

You can’t plan on ‘out spiritualizing’ anybody, them can all claim the power of God, 

don’t let your selves get out of spiritual control, that is let yourself loose some control 

and join in on our freedom, once your feet have moved, regain control and steady 

yourself to give you the batter chance at non-violent action.  

 

At times I used to disprove God when I argued with religious followers, now I realize 

God isn’t in any religions. My God is in my heart, with a least case scenario of LOVE 

 

I’m back to do a follow up: I was changing the channels earlier Dec 6 2012 And I found 

the 700 club Saying some interesting things They were ALL complete salesmanship bunk 

And Enough that I don’t even remember what it was If you people fall for it You’re lost 


